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The Oliver’s Battery Plan is a community initiative to find out what local people would like for their community,
and to suggest ways in which they can improve the social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being of
their local area.
The Plan has been prepared using evidence from a Questionnaire, completed and returned by 73% of
households in Oliver’s Battery. Before and after the distribution of the Questionnaire there were consultation
meetings, focus groups, and individual meetings both on the format of the Questionnaire and the contents
of the Plan. The work has been carried out by residents, supported by Winchester City Council and Oliver’s
Battery Parish Council.
This full report on the Plan contains an overview of Oliver’s Battery, covering history, geology, demographics,
the church and schools, the recreation ground and wildlife areas, public transport, the local centre and
community groups.
The Plan sets out Aims, Objectives and Suggested Points for Action. These include involving residents in
maintaining, developing and securing the local environment – open spaces, countryside, areas for wildlife,
footpaths and gardens.
The Plan also aims to improve road and pedestrian safety, including changes to the junction of Oliver’s
Battery Road South and Badger Farm Road and traffic speed. The suggestions for improving the provision
and control of parking include parking areas at and near the shops, restricting some areas with yellow lines
and parking permits, and encouragement of considerate parking on roads.
The improvement of local transport facilities includes better bus services, possible provision of a minibus
and lift share scheme. The implications, options and opportunities associated with electrical supply and usage
are also investigated.
There are suggestions for maintaining, supporting and developing facilities and amenities, such as the
open-air recreation spaces, the local shops, community social and sporting activities and clubs. Further liaison
is recommended between the Parish Council and Oliver’s Battery Community Centre Ltd to reconsider the
redevelopment of St Mark’s Church, followed by consultation with residents.
The Plan suggest ways of enhancing the already strong sense of community by increasing awareness of
local events, supporting existing community groups, facilitating the creation of new groups, and encouraging
opportunities for social interaction.
There has already been progress on some issues in the period between the distribution of the questionnaire
and the publication of the Plan. These include the better sharing of information, social evenings at the golf
club, film nights, the café, the road junction and new equipment at the recreation ground.

Oliver's Battery from the Large Open Field Brian Mitchener
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Introduction

and as a reference document to inform and influence
the Parish Council (PC), local authorities and others,
whose policies impact on life locally, by demonstrating
an evidence base established in a recent and
comprehensive consultation within the community, to
assist them to prioritise and plan their resources and
actions.

1.1 What is a Parish Plan?
All communities are changing, even Oliver’s Battery.
Change cannot be prevented but can be influenced.

Many parishes in the Winchester District have already
produced their Parish Plans which are assisting in
getting support for projects and services that their
residents wanted, at a time when central and local
government resources continue to be limited.

A Parish Plan is a community-led plan, which is a
way of setting out what local people would like for
their community. It enables residents to participate
in, and contribute to, improving the social, economic,
environmental and cultural well-being of their local
area.

1.3 How has the Plan been produced?
The Plan has been prepared by residents, giving
everyone opportunities to have their say about issues
and what is important to them through a comprehensive
process of consultation.

Good community-led plans generate high rates of
participation and result in actions that are based on a
sound understanding of local needs and aspirations.
Oliver’s Battery Plan is hereafter referred to as the
“Plan”.

The backing and support of the PC and Winchester
City Council (WCC) right from the beginning has
been crucial to its successful production. Steve
Lincoln, Community Planning Manager at WCC, has
been unstinting in his help and advice; the successful
development of the Plan owes much to his support.
And although the PC has taken a keen interest in its
production, from the outset the Plan was a community
initiative - not a PC one. It is the result of considerable
local effort and public participation.
As in any community, there are many different interests
in Oliver’s Battery. Gathering information about the
community has identified local needs and aspirations
and extensive deliberation has generated a range of
different local issues.

1.2 Why produce a Plan?
The Government is encouraging local people to have
a say in how their communities should develop and
there is no doubting the fact that local government is
undergoing a rapid and significant transformation.
The Plan gives local people the chance to participate
by highlighting both positive and negative issues which
affect life in Oliver’s Battery and in the development of
a vision for the community over the next decade.
The Action Plan for achieving this vision states how
local needs, desires and aspirations can be met having
regard to available resources.
The Plan helps develop the sense of community spirit by
encouraging people to become involved and provides a
clear foundation to help people and organisations work
together for the benefit of the community. It can be
used both as a working document to help direct change

The table over the page details the activities,
consultations, events and publications that have
resulted in the completed Plan.
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Date

Activity

Brief Description

Jan/Feb ’15

Focus Groups

To find what issues were important to different groups
(New Residents, Families with young children, Families
with older children, Older Residents) in the Community

Apr ‘15

Launch Meeting

Brief residents, raise awareness and identify positives and
negatives (over 200 attended)

May/Jun ‘15

Further consultations

‘Threads’ identified, i.e. Communications, Community,
Environment and Development, Facilities and Amenities,
Roads and Pavements and Travel and Transport

Jul - Dec ‘15

Questionnaire prepared

Questionnaire drafted, refined, piloted, adapted and
finalised. Hard copy and electronic versions. Separate
Questionnaire run parallel for church, pre-school, school
and shops

Dec ‘15

Distribution Group established

Group of some 30 volunteer distributors/collectors
established. Publicity, final collection arrangements
completed

Jan ‘16

Questionnaire published

Questionnaire distributed to every household, 73% of
households respond

Jan/Feb ‘16

Data input

Hard copy data input into Survey Monkey

Mar ‘16 - Feb
‘17

Data analysis

Analysis, checking, re-checking and drafting in “Threads”

Feb ‘16

Key Messages Flyer distributed

Extracts from the initial data including ’Word Cloud’ of
likes/dislikes. (See Appendix C)

Jun ‘16

‘Work in Progress’ public meeting

Thread Leaders presented further data to residents,
highlighting specific findings and issues

Jun ‘16

‘Work in Progress’ flyer distributed

Summary of further data and presentations from the
public meeting distributed to every household (See
Appendix C)

Jul ‘16 on-going

See Section 3 – ‘Some Early Progress’

Mar ‘17

Abridged Draft Plan distributed

Abridged Draft Plan with Aims, Main Objectives and
Suggested Actions distributed to every household.
Feedback opportunities organised via phone, email, dropoff box

Apr ‘17

Draft Plan public meeting

Drop-in meeting for queries and feedback

May ‘17

Feedback reviewed

Feedback data collated and analysed

Jun ‘17 - Nov
‘17

Further Data Analysis

Data further analysed, checked and completed as an
Appendix to Final Plan

Sep ‘17

Meeting with shop keepers

Shop keepers briefed on data from their abridged
Questionnaire and overview of household Questionnaire

Oct – Dec ‘17

Plan finalised

Final Plan drafted, reviewed, edited, printed, published
and distributed
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But there are also messages and actions for a wide
range of other organisations:

This wealth of information, views and comments
provided very sound foundations for the actions which
are proposed in this Plan.

for the PC, District Council (WCC) and County
Council (HCC)

1.4 What does the Plan cover?

for local businesses and landowners

The Questionnaire was structured around six
main
themes
Community,
Facilities/Amenities,
Communications, Environment and Development,
Roads and Pavements, Travel and Transport. These
emerged from the early discussion with residents. It
also included questions to establish demographics
and asked for three positives and negatives of living in
Oliver’s Battery.

for the Police and Health Authorities
for the bus companies
and for others

1.6 The structure of the Plan
The actions and outcomes are not intended as a
definitive or restrictive list, but they do provide a flexible
strategy to show what should be targeted and what
could be achieved if the necessary will and resources
are available.

The Plan brings these themes together into Aims,
Objectives and Suggested Points for Action.

1.7 What happens next?
The production of this Plan provided an opportunity
for residents to get involved in local issues. The
implementation of this Plan provides further opportunity
in the future.
The ease and speed that items in the Action Plan can
be achieved will vary, some can be achieved very
quickly, while others will require sustained commitment
and may not be completed for several years.
New opportunities and challenges will arise, for
example increased use of electrical vehicles and the
local utility infrastructure, and regular reviews will be
necessary to ensure that the proposed actions take
account of changing circumstances and continue to
meet the needs of all sections of the community.

1.5 Who is the Plan for?
The area of Oliver’s Battery is our ‘Community’ for
the purposes of this Plan (see Map of Oliver’s Battery
in Section 2 Oliver’s Battery Overview). Although
nowadays boundaries appear to have softened and
residents shop, work, attend schools, churches, sports
clubs and other activities outside the immediate area.
As residents who live in Oliver’s Battery determined
the structure and provided the data for the Plan and
the majority of funding for actions will most likely come
from residents and the Oliver’s Battery PC Precept (the
portion of Council Tax returned to the PC), actions and
outcomes should first and foremost serve the needs
of the residents of Oliver’s Battery, rather than its
environs, or the larger area of the city of Winchester.
Essentially, the Plan is for the present and future
residents. There are many things that residents can
do individually, and together, to improve life in the
community.
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Oliver’s Battery
Overview

of it; and there is a network of rural public rights of way
outside of Oliver’s Battery. All this allows residents to
walk, ride and cycle into lovely Hampshire countryside
very easily, including the Yew Hill Butterfly Reserve (on
foot), which is just south of the large open field. See
map on opposite page.

2.1 Introduction

2.3 History of Oliver’s Battery - Jane

Oliver’s Battery today is a comfortable, quiet place
to live, with outstanding views of surrounding fields,
woods and downlands. This location and history are
part of what makes this neighbourhood special, set
between the Hampshire countryside and the city of
Winchester. There is access to city, to country and to
the motorway network. People like to live here and are
happy to remain here, some of them for many years.

Bates and Constance Leach

Its position, on a chalk ridge overlooking the city of
Winchester, has determined the history of Oliver’s
Battery, a history which gave it its curious name.
In the Iron Age, the hill-top was occupied by Celts of the
Belgae tribe. They were not the first to inhabit this area
of high downland.

Yet today, change is happening at an unprecedented
rate; the very things that are valued, the peace, the
quiet, the countryside are under threat in ways that
would not have seemed possible sixty years ago, when
the civil parish of Oliver’s Battery was founded.

The most exciting find came on the Battery earthwork
in 1930 when a team led by local archaeologist, W
J Andrew, excavated the site. In one of its banks
was the grave of a Saxon, buried with a magnificent
bronze hanging bowl, an iron spearhead, and a silverpommelled hunting knife, or scramasax. He was
probably a warrior of some significance, placed here
as a ‘sentinel burial’ and may represent one of the last
pre-Christian burials in Winchester. The bowl was on
display for many years in the British Museum but has
now been returned to Winchester and can be seen in
the City Museum, along with the other grave goods.
The young Saxon warrior still lies where he was laid to
rest so many centuries ago.

Each part of this section has been written by someone
with particular knowledge of, or interest in, their subject.
Oliver’s Battery is thus set within its context, its history,
geography and environment, its relationship to the
city and countryside, the people who live here and the
services they use. In this reviewing of how Oliver’s
Battery has become what it is today, it is possible to
take stock of a wide range of aspects of the community,
before drawing together ideas that can be developed
over the next ten or so years within the Plan itself.

A Bronze Age barrow (Hillcroft), lying to the north of
the site, was also excavated in 1930 and produced
as many as eight burial urns, as well as more recent
burials dating from the time of the Civil War. The
locals knew the site as ‘a burial mound of the great
plague at Winchester in 1666’. And in 2009, further
archaeological investigation brought to light evidence
of further previous activity at the site.

2.2 Setting
As a “spur” from the main urban area of Winchester,
the built-up part of Oliver’s Battery is almost triangular,
and surrounded on two sides by open land. To the
west is the South Winchester Golf Course with a public
footpath running across it. There is a large open field
to the south east, with public Rights of Way along the
north and west sides and also just beyond the field on
the other sides. There is free access to the Recreation
Ground and the Oliver’s Battery Wildlife Area south east
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The military theme continues as troops were stationed
on Oliver Cromwell’s Battery during the Napoleonic
wars, and then in World War 1 the Battery became a
staging post for horse artillery as they made their way
to Southampton, in transit to the battlefields of France.
The 6th Reserve Veterinary Hospital (Pitt Corner
Camp) was opened here to care for up to 3,000 horses
at a time. In fact, the roads now used were laid down
by soldiers in the Great War; the area was used by the
Royal Veterinary Corps. Once peace was restored the
former barrack huts became houses, small holdings
were created for soldiers returning from war, and so
the community gradually took shape.
Poor Celtic tribes-people scratching a living, ceremonial
burials, invaders, grim executions, warring factions;
human beings struggling to survive and make sense of
the world. What a rich heritage!

Indications of an execution cemetery were revealed
when garage foundations were being dug. Whilst the
majority of discovered graves were not touched, those
directly affected by the footings were examined and
carbon dated to around 980 – 1170 AD. Curiously,
the skeletal remains of two people were found, bound
together with metal iron fetters. This would have been
an unusual occurrence, given the value of the metal
and can be seen as the first instance of such items
being buried while still attached the bones. Injuries to
the bones of one of the two were consistent with their
falling from a height, possibly having been cut down
from the gallows standing probably some 30 feet on top
of the ancient barrow, the land at that time owned by
the Bishop of Winchester. Evidence has been found of
numbers of these execution sites, by the sides of roads
to and from Winchester and Stockbridge - powerful
warnings to lawbreakers, looming high above the
surrounding countryside.

2.4 Oliver Cromwell’s Battery - Brian
Mitchener

The Battery is an informal green space of approximately
0.65 hectares adjacent to St Mark’s Church. It is
grassed with a number of trees of different types and
ages. The area is mown regularly so that it is easy to
walk in and be used as an informal play area.
The site includes an earthwork enclosure defined by
a bank and a ditch thought to date back to the Iron
Age. It was known as Cromwell’s Camp from c1780
and, more latterly as Oliver Cromwell’s Battery. The
ancient earthwork provided a suitable campsite for
the besieging Parliamentarian forces, but cannon
of the period would have lacked the range to fire on
Winchester Castle and city walls from the so-called
battery site.

The two bowl barrows near Texas Drive are also
funerary monuments, most likely from the Bronze Age,
although perhaps even earlier. Around Oliver’s Battery
more cremation urns have been unearthed during the
construction of houses and gardens.

The area enclosed by the ancient earthwork is a
monument scheduled under the Ancient Monuments
and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 as it is deemed to
be of national importance.

So, it is not surprising that ancient trackways border
Oliver’s Battery, and records suggest that in medieval
times there was a small settlement at Yew Hill, called
Northbury. It was probably established pre-Conquest,
as the fields nearby are Saxon in origin.

The discovery within this earthwork of the Saxon
warrior and his grave goods brought our settlement
to public notice. The bronze hanging bowl provides
a direct link with Oliver’s Battery today – the PC logo
is based on the intricate and beautiful design of the
enamelled discs on the three escutcheons arranged
around the rim of the bowl. This design is also set into
the shields displayed on the two ‘Saxon forts’, part of
the new Vikings and Saxons themed play equipment at
the Recreation Ground.

And so… Oliver’s Battery. The rectangular earthwork
beside the church, known as Oliver Cromwell’s Battery,
is thought to be of Iron Age origin; it is also thought
to have been used by the Romans, most likely as a
temporary look-out post, during the construction of
two important military roads from Winchester, to Old
Sarum in one direction, and to Bitterne in another. The
enclosure was used by Cromwell’s army during the
Civil War when attacking Royalist Winchester in 1645,
as an overnight camp for the troops and to store their
munitions. In the nearby Bronze Age tumulus, bones
and artefacts dating from the mid-17th Century point to
this as the site of a well-documented skirmish between
the Roundheads and the Cavaliers.

In the spring of 2012 a village sign was erected on a
corner of the site which is not part of the Scheduled
Monument. Wendy Bramall, a local artist and resident,
designed the sign which illustrates places and points
of interest in the history and setting of Oliver’s Battery.
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years ago, and are largely composed of microscopic
fossil organisms called coccoliths (a type of plankton).
Although chalk outcrops are sparse, the surface layer
of chalky soil is very shallow in most areas, typically 30
to 100 cm deep, so chalk is often excavated in ground
works, providing very good foundations.
Chalk is a highly absorbent material, readily soaking up
water. Therefore, surface water quickly filters down into
aquifers, or deep underground layers of water-bearing
chalk, meaning there is very little naturally occurring
open water. Instead, the land is very free draining with
low fertility, flinty and chalky soils, supporting vegetation
tolerant of alkaline conditions (for example, beech and
yew).
In December 2015, ownership of the site was transferred
from HCC to the PC, which is now responsible for
the maintenance of the site. However, because the
majority of the site is a Scheduled Monument, English
Heritage strictly controls its use by the community.

The Yew Hill Butterfly Reserve to the south consists
of open downland atop slightly younger sedimentary
rocks of the Newhaven Chalk Formation (72-86 million
years ago) and the Culver Chalk Formation (72-84
million years ago). The youngest deposits in Oliver’s
Battery are surface channels of clay, silt, sand and
gravel (collectively termed ‘head’), formed over the
past approximately three million years by downslope
movement (i.e. hillwash) probably linked to periods of
flooding. One such channel originates in land at Pitt,
traverses South Winchester Golf Course and proceeds
in a south westerly direction to Hursley. Another
ancient drainage channel, originating in Texas Drive,
curves round to the southeast joining the floodplain of
the River Itchen.

More recently, in 2016, the Oliver’s Battery Countryside
Group created two plots for wild flowers either side
of the village sign. These plots have provided an
attractive display of flowers for passers-by and pollenand nectar-rich flowers for bees and butterflies.
An Information Board for the Battery earthwork is
currently in process of production. It will be set
alongside the monument site and will tell the story of
the Battery itself, explaining to residents and visitors
alike its very special significance for the community.

Taken together, these factors—ranging from the
elevated nature of the land providing far-reaching
views over valued landscapes, to the limiting properties
of the chalky soils – all shape how life is lived in Oliver’s
Battery.

2.5 The Geology of Oliver’s Battery Dr Tom Gernon

Oliver’s Battery is situated on a chalk ridge that
forms part of an undulating landscape characteristic
of the West Winchester Downs. HCC’s Integrated
Character Assessment (HICA, 2010) defines the area
as consisting of open downland, mixed (some ancient)
woodland, scenic chalk ridges and downland scarps
(e.g. the adjacent Hursley Scarps), dry valleys and
dispersed settlements. Oliver’s Battery occupies one
of a chain of north east to south west trending chalk hills
within this character area, having a maximum elevation
of approximately 125 metres in the north (Oliver’s
Battery Road South), and a minimum of approximately
80 metres in the southwest (at the junction with Port
Lane). These hills are gentle folds formed over the
past 65 million years by tectonic forces linked to the
collision of the African and European tectonic plates,
the same event that formed the Alps Mountains in
continental Europe.

For further information see
www.winchester.gov.uk/planning/landscapecountryside/landscape-character-assessment/
https://www.hants.gov.uk/
landplanningandenvironment/environment/
landscape/integratedcharacterassessment

2.6 Demographic Overview of Oliver’s
Battery - Catherine Bartlett
Oliver’s Battery is a great place to live! From the
information received in the Questionnaire, an estimate
of the average length of time people have lived here
is just over 20 years, and the average age of the 1131
individuals answering Question 26 is just over 50
years. Nearly a quarter of households (23%) moved
into Oliver’s Battery between 2011 and 2016.

Our settlement is largely built on sedimentary rocks
of the Seaford Chalk Formation. These flint-bearing
chalks were gradually laid down in warm, shallow
seas during the Cretaceous Period, 84-90 million
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Although it is difficult to make direct comparisons,
the responses received suggest the composition of
household units may have changed since 2011. From
the responses only 1% were households aged 16-34
with no dependent children, compared to 7% in 2011.
Only 22% of households had dependent children,
compared to 30% in 2011. There are either fewer
households under 35 years old with no dependent
children and families with dependent children, or
relatively fewer of these two groups actually completed
the Questionnaire.

21% of respondents live on their own and only 7%
of households have more than four people living in
them. These figures have hardly changed since the
2011 Census. Just over a third of individuals (36%)
categorised themselves as working and 39% as retired.
Only 10% of households have one person working
from home and 1% of the households have two people
working from home.

The 2011 National Census reported that 43% of the
315 children were aged 10 and under, whilst from the
2016 data these age groups totalled nearly half (48%)
of the 209 children, suggesting there are more younger
children living in Oliver’s Battery. (Please note: in the
2011 Census the oldest age category for dependent
children was 16-19 years, whilst in the 2016 Plan this
age category was for 16-18 year olds).

In summary, nearly a quarter of households moved into
Oliver’s Battery between 2011 and 2016, the average
age of residents in 2016 was just over 50 years old
and the average length of time lived in Oliver’s Battery
was just over 20 years. Compared with 2011, there
seem to be more younger children, as a percentage,
and the proportion of elderly residents appears to have
increased slightly.
A word of caution – care must be taken when looking
at a summary of the demographics of Oliver’s Battery!
It would be easy to assume that the proportions of
different groups of residents who did not respond
to the survey are the same as those who did, but
this conclusion is inadvisable.
The percentages
reported are only a snapshot of Oliver’s Battery from
the responses received. Care must be taken not to
interpret the data out of context, particularly when
comparing percentages based on different population
sizes (e.g. responses were received from nearly three
quarters (73%) of all households in the Battery, whilst
the percentage of responses in the 2011 National
Census would have been much closer to 100%).

Questionnaires were received from 100 households
(21% of the respondents) which were inhabited solely
by those aged 75 years and over. This is a slightly
higher percentage than the 19% figure from the
2011 Census. Of these 100 households, 58% were
inhabited by someone living on their own. From these
figures, it is clear that Oliver’s Battery has many elderly
residents, the majority of whom live alone.
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2.7 St Mark’s Church - Jane Bates and

A report was issued to the PCC in September 2013,
and in January 2014 a Project Group was formed
to create the new building. This group developed a
design concept comprising a building with almost as
much capacity as the Littleton Millennium Memorial
Hall and a leaflet was published.

David Kirkby

In the early days, when Oliver’s Battery was made
up of scattered small-holdings, it belonged to the
ecclesiastical parish of Compton, and church-goers
had to travel, usually on foot, to the churches at
Compton, Pitt or St Cross. In fact, there are memories
of coffins being carried from Old Kennels Lane to Pitt
church, along the footpath which now runs through the
golf course.

In December 2015 it was announced that a new charity
known as Oliver’s Battery Community Centre Ltd. had
been formed. The aim of this charity is to build a new
Community Centre on the site of the existing St Mark’s
Church, which is reported to be nearing the end of its
life.

About 90 years ago the residents got together to buy
an ex-army hut to double up as a church and village
hall. As well as for services and Sunday School, it was
used for various clubs and events.

The site and building are owned by the Winchester
Diocesan Board of Finance. PCC have confirmed their
willingness to lease the site.

In 1956 the church was replaced with the prefabricated
building that exists today. It was designated a “chapel
of ease”, becoming part of the ecclesiastical parish
of St Luke’s, Stanmore. It was still used as a village
hall and is so to this day, housing a local library and
other regular groups including a choir and Tai Chi.
The church itself aims to meet the needs of the local
community: as well as regular communion services on
Sunday and Thursday, there is monthly evening prayer
and a regular Taize celebration. A four-weekly family
afternoon service began in late 2017. Charity events
take place throughout the year, and at Christmas there
is a Fair at the church and community carol singing.

2.8 Oliver’s Battery Primary School Nicki Duffield

Oliver's Battery Primary School was opened in 1973.
The school currently has 215 pupils aged 4 - 11 years.
The latest Ofsted inspection judged the school as
Outstanding for Early Years and Good overall.
Fey Wood, the Head Teacher was appointed in January
2015. She says in her ‘Welcome’ on the school’s
website, ‘I truly believe that a child's education should
be a happy experience. From their first steps towards
independent life in our Early Years setting, we work
hard to ensure your children develop the skills to grasp
the many opportunities that we offer.

Although the building is small, its proximity to the
earthwork, Oliver Cromwell’s Battery, has made the site
ideal for outdoor events. On a hot day last summer,
members of St Mark’s threw a party to commemorate
the church’s 60th anniversary. Hundreds of people
attended, also coming from Badger Farm, Stanmore
and the new estate of Winchester Village.

Our school ethos focuses on an individual and fair
approach for children. Each child is unique and our
team at Oliver's Battery work with your child to help
them to be not only academically successful but also
curious, confident and resilient learners. We want to
achieve success for all.

In July 2012 St Luke's Parochial Church Council (PCC)
invited a group of local volunteers to study the future of
the St Mark's site and building. The PCC advised that
church use must be retained for the foreseeable future.

At Oliver's Battery we aim to provide an exciting learning
environment that reflects our engaging curriculum; a
curriculum that is revisited to keep it fresh and full of
excitement. At our school you will find a mixture of
academic, creative, sporting and musical elements.
Close partnerships with parents is key to giving your
child the best possible start to their school career and
by working together we will ensure the best possible
outcomes for your child.’
The school site is particularly beautiful. The school
is set in extensive grounds which have spectacular
views over Winchester. In addition to playing fields
the grounds have woodlands, ponds, a wild meadow
and a forest school. There are also raised beds and
a polytunnel for growing fruit and vegetables - outside
learning is encouraged.
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A major refurbishment of the school is being carried out
with a new roof, windows, insulation and redecoration
across all areas of the school.

The Pre-School are currently undergoing a complete
overhaul of how it is run and have registered as a
different kind of charity.

A variety of after school clubs use the school, including
dance and drama clubs and a gymnastics club which is
open to the community. For adults, community classes
run from the school three evenings a week; Zumba,
Pilates and ballroom dancing, as well as the newly
established Film evenings.

The Pre-School offers the full 30 hours (majority of preschools in Hampshire currently do not). Their ambition
is to secure a larger plot to have a new, more modern
building allowing them to increase their numbers and
potential that will give them the space etc. to secure an
Outstanding OFSTED rating.

For further information see
www.oliversbatteryprimary.com

For further information see
www.oliversbatterypreschool.co.uk

2.10 The Recreation Ground - Janet
Arnold and David Kirkby

The Recreation Ground comprises approximately 1.5
hectares of gently sloping land with a parking area.
The north boundary abuts allotments and South
View Mobile Home Park. There are numerous public
footpaths extending into the countryside in the locality,
including a public footpath along the west boundary.
The site is located within the Winchester - Compton
Street Local Gap.
The Recreation Ground was first opened in the early
1970s when the PC bought the land. At that time there
were many children in the community – 33 in the 16
houses in Partridge Down alone, for instance. It was
felt that there was a need for an area with play facilities
and space for team games. Residents volunteered to
help with the project, a local contractor rotavated the
land and the community came together over many
weekends with buckets, de-stoning the ground. The
stones formed the mound that is still in the Recreation
Ground today.

2.9 Oliver’s Battery Pre-School - Annika
Vincent

Oliver's Battery Pre-School opened in 1999 and
operates in the grounds of Oliver's Battery Primary
School within a self-contained building. The Pre-School
takes children within the age range: 2 - 4 years which
is the end of the Early Years stage. September 2017
started with 15 children registered. The Pre-School is
able to take a maximum of 18 children per session with
only five 2-year olds in each session – ensuring that the
staff/children ratio is maintained well within the legal
requirements.

The ulterior motive was to set up a football team. In
fact, many teams were formed, entering many leagues,
being trained by a band of fathers.

The Pre-School’s last OFSTED was completed in Nov
2016 with a rating of Good.

A regular highlight was Bonfire Night (everyone brought
along wood to burn) and there was a firework display,
whilst barbeques were held in the summer months.

The building has been arranged to have numerous
different areas - entrance, a reading/quiet corner, an
arts and crafts space and a kitchen. There is a home
corner that is frequently changed to different themes
to ensure children remain stimulated and to enhance
learning.

In 2010, the PC arranged a contract for the construction
of a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA) and tennis court.
In 2014, the PC arranged a contract for the removal of
some old metal play equipment and the construction
of timber play equipment, including towers, bridges,
adventure crawler, slide, swings, log walk, balancing
beam, log traverse, climbing wall.

The Pre-School aims to ensure a stimulating and fun
learning environment, utilising a wide range of media
and of methods - books, music, dolls, games, puzzles,
arts and crafts, to name just a few.

In 2017, the PC arranged a contract for the removal
of the remaining old metal play equipment and the
construction of timber play equipment with a Saxon/
Viking theme, including ship, towers, slumbering
dragon, balancing weaver, monkey bars and tunnel.
This was largely funded by a Tesco ‘Bags of Help’ grant.

They also have a secure outdoor play area within the
grounds of the primary school with a mud kitchen, a
sand pit, ride-on vehicles and a climbing frame with
slide and tunnel.
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2.11 Oliver’s Battery Wildlife Area Clare Shorter

Oliver's Battery Wildlife Area lies between the
Recreation Ground and the bridleway linking Yew Hill
to Whiteshute Ridge, a medieval track which is now a
wildlife corridor.
In 2005, Oliver's Battery Countryside Group (OBCG)
was formed to raise funds to clear the brambles and
nettles and to improve the habitat for both wildlife and
people’s enjoyment. Over 300 "whips" of thirteen
native species were planted by the community and
these have created sheltered places for flowers and
insects to thrive.
Over the years, volunteers from OBCG have planted
the flowery meadows with native seeds and managed
the area for people to enjoy. Now there are two
benches facing the sunny view to the south west,
two interpretation boards, a blackboard and a hazel
tunnel and various public events have been organised
from poetry reading to moth trapping. The nesting
birds, fluttering butterflies, slow worms, grass snakes
(harmless!), voles, mice and passing owls and foxes
are testament to the success of the area. Possibly the
management has been too successful, as some of the
trees needed coppicing last winter!
The PC pays to cut the paths and for the annual
mowing of the meadows, and the OBCG members can
focus on fine tuning the wildlife area, explaining why
the "untidiness" of the wildlife area would, ideally, be
replicated in a corner of all the Oliver’s Battery gardens
for the benefit of both wildlife and people.

The site is one of three managed by Butterfly
Conservation, Magdalen Hill Down, Bentley Station
Meadow and Yew Hill, the smallest. It is good quality
habitat and is important in linking the wider environment,
in particular St Catherine's and Magdalen Hill Down.

For more information see
www.oliversbatterycountrysidegroup.org.uk

2.12 Yew Hill Butterfly Reserve - Ivan

Butterfly Conservation has been managing Yew Hill
since 1991. As far as possible, management is by
traditional means of grazing cattle and sheep. Rare
breeds are used as they will eat coarser grasses and
plants. Working parties in winter are needed to cut
back yew from the boundaries (poisonous to cattle)
and to control self-seeding trees, brambles, old man’s
beard (wild clematis) and dogwood.

Arnold

Yew Hill Butterfly Reserve (see map in Oliver's Battery
Overview) consists of two hectares of a rare and
declining environment, ancient chalk downland. The
land is owned by Oliver’s Battery Ltd (a private property
development company based in Hove, East Sussex),
who also own the large open field to the south east of
the settlement boundary.

All three of the last named appear more rampant than
in the past, the suspect being mild damp winters. In
summer ragwort is pulled as it can cause problems with
stock.

It is not a hill fort and the valleys within it are believed to
be tracks used and worn down by centuries to access
Winchester. Footpaths from Oliver’s Battery lead to it,
the easiest access being from the end of Plovers Down
or the bottom of Old Kennels Lane.

As a result, orchids and a host of butterfly-nectaring
and caterpillar food plants abound, as do numerous
mounds made by ants, which enjoy sugary excretions
from both the caterpillar and the chrysalis of the Chalk
Hill Blue, and in return offer protection.

The Reserve has recently been extended westwards
through leasing an adjoining 3.6 hectare block of
semi-improved grassland, but this does not have open
access.
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Up to 35 species of butterfly may be seen at Yew
Hill. Noteworthy species include the Chalk Hill Blue
previously mentioned, Common Blue and Dark
Green Fritillary and large colonies of Meadow Brown,
Gatekeeper and Marbled White. The habitat also
encourages moths and other insect life. The small
trees left in parts on the Reserve and the trees and
hedges surrounding it are attractive to bird life, and
amongst others the Yellowhammer is a yearly visitor.

Services continued much as before until the 1990s.
Most people who were within a short walk found the
more frequent No.5 bus on Badger Farm Road met
their need for public transport. For a short time, a No.5
was diverted to cover Oliver’s Battery. A review of bus
services resulted in a No.2 bus for Oliver’s Battery that
also served Stanmore and the Valley.
This service continued until Stagecoach would not run
it commercially and a gradual erosion of the service
took place, resulting in the present No.63 service that
the HCC are currently prepared to subsidise. The
No.63 from Oliver’s Battery travels to Winchester via
Thurmond Crescent and St James Lane. The No.63
from Winchester stops at Badger Farm Sainsbury’s
after Oliver’s Battery on the way to Owslebury.

Butterfly Conservation arranges for volunteers to visit
the site each week (and many other areas) from April to
September to record the butterflies seen. In this way, a
detailed count is built up over time. This, together with
weather records, enables trends to be compared across
Hampshire and elsewhere and reasons explored for
changes to butterfly populations.

It is a very limited service for people who cannot access
the No.5 bus. Some drive to Oliver’s Battery Road
South and park their cars and then take the No.5 bus,
but that is not ideal, as parking is limited and impinges
on shoppers and the shop keepers. It is a mile uphill
walk from the bottom of Old Kennels Lane to Badger
Farm Road, which some people cannot manage.

2.13 Public Transport for Oliver’s
Battery - Pam Vandersteen
In 1960 the bus service was provided by King Alfred
Buses. The buses came from Winchester, terminating
at the junction of Oliver’s Battery Road South and Old
Kennels Lane. It was a half hourly service. The service
was not extended to the present terminus, Sunnydown
Road, until the late 1960s, when Old Kennels Lane
had been widened and made up to today’s standard.
Sunnydown Road was developed at that time.

At present, it is difficult to increase passenger use of
the No.63 because of its limitations.
The present bus services are No.5 from Badger Farm
Road (a ten-minute Monday to Friday and Saturday,
thirty minutes on Sunday). There is a No.5a service
Thursday and Friday late evenings, a subsidised
service. The No.63 service only operates on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. It is scheduled to leave
Sunnydown Road to Winchester at 10.15am and
11.48am. The return service is scheduled to leave
Winchester Bus Station at 11.15am, 12.40pm and
1.55pm. The 1.55pm does not go on to Badger Farm
Sainsbury’s.

The service remained unchanged until the construction
of Badger Farm Road and the development of Badger
Farm, when a service was needed to serve the increase
in passengers. Also, the deregulation of buses in the
1980s meant that private companies were able to tender
for services and run them commercially. Stagecoach
became the provider for much of Winchester.

Bus timetables can be obtained from Tourist Information
and the Discovery Centre and online at https://www.
stagecoachbus.com

2.14 Oliver's Battery Local Centre - Pam
and Bill Vandersteen

The parade of shops in Oliver’s Battery Road South
is very much a part of the community, though many of
the shops have seen a number of different businesses
trading there over the years.
The shops and flats on the west side of Oliver’s Battery
Road South were completed in 1960. Whilst under
construction the Post Office occupied a temporary
building close to the road. The cycle shop was
then a general store and would deliver groceries to
households. A hardware store occupied the corner
shop which is now the Thrive Café. There has always
been a butchers and hairdresser in their respective
shops.
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2.15 Planning Generally - David Kirkby
Oliver’s Battery, although a separate parish, is within
the area referred to by the WCC as Winchester Town,
which also includes Badger Farm and Harestock,
as defined on the Planning Policies Map. The Town
is set in some of the most beautiful landscape in the
country and is connected both physically and visually
to the surrounding countryside and the South Downs
National Park.
The greenfield sites within Oliver’s Battery to the south
east (and also the caravan park) are categorised as
countryside outside the settlement boundary and
are also designated in the LPP2 as being part of
a Settlement Gap, Policy CP18. According to the
Winchester District Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) “Within
these areas (i.e. Settlement Gaps) only development
that does not physically or visually diminish the gap will
be allowed”.
The Government consultation on new planning
proposals, which ended in November 2017, describes
the housing market as dysfunctional, largely as enough
homes have not been built (NB the Government’s
commitment is to deliver a million new homes by 2020,
and they want to supply a further half a million by 2022).

At the rear of the shops in the premises most recently
occupied by the second-hand furniture store there was
a general hardware shop with a small garden centre
which also sold flowers including flower arrangements
for any occasion, run by Mr and Mrs Sparkes. If you
couldn't find an item, Mr Sparkes would always say he
would have it by Wednesday!

This consultation also sets out their ambition to publish
a revised National Planning Policy Framework in spring
2018, which will ensure that existing and future planning
permissions are quickly turned into homes.

Although the garages are part of the leases to the shops,
they are in a poor state of repair and the landlord’s agent
is planning to have them demolished. The lease for the
second-hand furniture store was not renewed and they
were required to vacate the premises in autumn 2017.
These changes may be a precursor to a new planning
application for the area behind the shops.

The proposed increase in national housing numbers
combined with the proposal that Local Plans will be
considered ‘out of date’ after five years from adoption
will lead to speculative applications by developers,
both nationally and locally.
The Winchester District Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) considers how much
housing land could potentially come forward within the
District over the next 15 years. The map over the page
shows the sites immediately around Oliver’s Battery
that have been put forward by people who think that
they would be suitable for development in the future.
However, it is important to understand that the SHLAA
is not a document which allocates sites for development
and nor does the identification of a site within the SHLAA
guarantee that planning permission will be granted on
that site. It merely registers a potential intention on the
part of the landowner or developer.

The shops and flats on the east side of Oliver’s Battery
Road South were built in the 1970s. Moss the chemist
occupied the present pet shop. It had to close when
Sainsbury's pharmacy opened as there was a limit on
the number of chemists allowed in a particular area. A
greengrocer/fishmonger traded where the barbers are
now. The dental surgery was occupied by a printers/
stationery shop and before that a baker, with the
entrance in Compton Way and a haberdasher/wool
shop, with entrance on the car park.
Oliver’s Battery Shops are one of three local centres
in Winchester named in the adopted Local Plan Part
2 (LPP2). These centres act as important community
hubs and it is therefore important to maintain uses
within these centres that support that role and do not
undermine the vitality and viability of the centre.

Therefore, a climate of uncertainty is created, whereby
whole areas which once would have remained
open farmland now become vulnerable to possible
development.
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do we enjoy our meetings, with excellent speakers, but
we have a thriving book group, a knit and natter group
as well as enjoying occasional craft sessions. Most
months there is a Coffee Morning and a Craft Afternoon,
held at St Mark’s Church on a Monday afternoon”. For
further information contact www.hampshirewi.org.uk/
wi-page/olivers-battery-wi/.
Ollie Bees Good Neighbours is a volunteer care
team, happy to give neighbourly assistance to people
in the Oliver’s Battery area, responding to day-by-day
requests. Services and activities offered: shopping,
collecting prescriptions, visiting the housebound,
walking the dog, changing a light bulb, emergency
meals, collecting library books and similar one-off
errands. Specialist needs are referred to a more
appropriate organisation. Call 0845 094 8946 between
8.00am and 8.00pm daily.

2.16 Current Groups in Oliver’s Battery
- Constance Leach

A number of different groups meet in and around
Oliver’s Battery on a regular basis. Here are just some
of them:

Sing Winchester is an a cappella world music choir
that sing folk songs from around the world, usually
in three or four-part harmony and in their original
language. They meet at St. Mark’s Church every Friday,
during school term time, from 7.00pm to 9.00pm. New
members are always welcome; no auditions required.
For more information see www.singwinchester.com.

3rd Winchester City Brownie Pack, which meets at St
Mark’s Church on Tuesday between 5.45pm – 7.15pm,
first met in June 1971 and has been running ever since.
The pack can take a maximum of 24 Brownies aged
7 - 10 years. More information about the pack can be
obtained by emailing 3rdwincitybrownies@gmail.
com.

South Winchester Golf Club is the location of a
Supper Evening for Oliver’s Battery residents once
a month from 6.00pm – 9.00pm at the clubhouse.
Details are published regularly on the PC website and
Facebook page, and regular flyers are distributed. For
further information see www.oliversbattery.info.

Battery Club for older members of the community
meets at St Mark’s Church, every other Wednesday
between 2.00pm – 4.00pm for social activities. They
also organise outings during the year. For further
information call 01962 852650.

This is not an exhaustive list, there is also a prayer
group, a writers’ group and a number of book groups.

Film Group organises a monthly film show, currently
at St Mark’s Church, whilst the primary school is
undergoing refurbishment. Monthly updates are sent
out from OBcommunityfilmnights@gmail.com and
regular flyers are distributed.
Oliver’s Battery Community Centre Ltd is a charity
formed by residents to establish a new community
centre building on the St Mark’s site to replace the
existing St Mark’s Church. For more information see
http://obccentre.org.
Oliver’s Battery Countryside Group is a conservation
volunteer group in Oliver’s Battery. Their aim is to
‘conserve, sustain and enhance the natural landscape
and wildlife of Oliver’s Battery Parish’. To this end they
carry out practical conservation work and also organise
‘fun’ events to involve local people. For more information
visit www.oliversbatterycountrysidegroup.org.uk.
Oliver’s Battery Women’s’ Institute (WI) meets at
St Peter’s Primary School. Their website states “We
are a very friendly WI, who enjoy eleven meetings a
year on the third Monday of the month, but not August.
We are part of the Winchester Group of WIs and enjoy
extra events organised through the Group. Not only
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Analysis of
Consultation
Responses

The Aims, Objectives and Suggested Points for
Action which have emerged in relation to the six
main themes identified above are set out in Section
5. As background to this, this section is concluded by
discussing the responses to the last three questions
in the Questionnaire, i.e. positives, negatives and any
other comments.

3.1 Introduction
Various forms of consultation were carried out
throughout the development of the Plan. Consequently,
the Plan is able to reflect residents’ opinions accurately,
with ideas, and new initiatives stemming from the very
people who live in our community.
Initial Focus Groups examined opinions from
representative groups – people with younger families,
people with older families, older residents and new
residents. These revealed common issues which
shaped subsequent consultations with different interest
groups – the WI, the school, the shops, the faith
community, the Battery Club, to name a few.
These consultations identified clear themes of ongoing concerns or ‘Threads’ - Communications,
Community, Environment and Development,
Facilities and Amenities, Roads and Pavements
and Travel and Transport. These threads provided
the structure for the subsequent Questionnaire.

3.2 Positives and Negatives
What are the positives and negatvies about living in
Oliver’s Battery? These were key questions for us
throughout the consultation process. These were
initially tested at the Launch Meeting in April 2015.
In the Questionnaire itself detailed responses were
found in Question 35 – positives and in Question 36 –
negatives.

The Focus Groups’ consultations were, of necessity,
small samples, but responses to the Questionnaire
provided a more measurable indication of residents’
views and opinions, providing unequivocal evidence
when the Plan came to be written.

The most positive aspect of living in Oliver’s Battery,
mentioned by just over two thirds (69%) of households
was the countryside, including such aspects as the
proximity, access and views. The next most positive
aspect of living in Oliver’s Battery, noted by nearly
half (49%) of households, was the peace and quiet
experienced in the area.

The 73% response rate to the Questionnaire gives
confidence that the actions generated in the Plan are
indeed grounded firmly in local opinion. This figure is
substantially higher than the norm in this type of local
survey, providing a particularly robust set of data.
Further consultations followed, testing opinion on the
emerging ideas and helping shape this final version of
the Plan.

Other positive aspects of living in Oliver’s Battery
included the following, each mentioned by about 20%
of households:

A summary of the Focus Groups’ work and findings
is included in Appendix A. Extracts from the analysis
of the Questionnaire response data can be found in
Appendix B.

Local shops – including their convenience and
variety
Neighbours/people – including residents’ own
neighbours and a feeling of neighbourliness
Winchester – including the city itself and access to
it from Oliver’s Battery
Transport links – including access to motorway,
trains, airport
Safety/Security – including feelings of being safe in
Oliver’s Battery and low crime rates
It is interesting to note that positive responses
outnumbered negative responses by approaching a
half (43%) – 1,519 as compared to 1,065.
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Charity Project. There were seven specific concerns
about the design, eight specific concerns about
parking, five specific concerns about continued church
use and three comments specifically against rebuild of/
at St Mark's Church.

The most negative aspect of living in Oliver’s Battery,
mentioned by over a third (37%) of households, was
the Oliver’s Battery Road South/Badger Farm Road
junction, including such aspects as the difficulty of
negotiating this junction, the dangers it presents and
the narrow pavements. The next most negative aspect
of living in Oliver’s Battery, noted by nearly a third (30%)
of households, was the buses, with comments that the
service is inadequate, unreliable and in decline, and
difficult to access from some parts of the area.

A further 16 comments related to a community centre
generally. There was one positive comment about St
Mark's serving the community well. The remainder were
negatives/opportunities/needs, including mentions of a
decent kitchen, heating and parking, others mentioned
socialising in different ways, using the primary school
site and balancing wants with the ability to fund.

The absence of a local pub was cited as a negative
by 16% of households. Mentioned by about the same
proportion was the threat of development, including
anxieties about over-development within Oliver’s
Battery and the impact of developments on adjacent
land.

The second largest number of comments related to
the Survey which received 10% of comments, with 11
positive comments relating to the quality of the survey
and the consultation with residents, five suggested
more/different questions or more detail, the remainder
covered a variety of points, including what would
happen to the findings.

Local shops grouped together was mentioned as a
negative by nearly a third (32%) of households. This
is broken down into four categories, i.e. convenience
store (10%), general variety and standard (10%), café
(7%) and appearance (5%). NB the café responses
relate to the previous café not to Thrive and the Post
Office is now open the same hours as the shop, i.e. 7
days a week, following a refurbishment in 2016.

3.4 Conclusions from the
Consultation Process
The Questionnaire gave opportunity to residents to
express their opinion on a range of topics. In every
section ’open box’ questions were used allowing
free comments, as well as ‘closed’ questions, which
measured strength of opinion on specific issues.

Lack of social/meeting facilities was mentioned as a
negative in 7% of households.
The lack of a Community Centre was mentioned as a
negative in 6% of households.

Which topics revealed the strongest responses from
residents? Once again, the issue of the junction comes
top of any list. So many people expressed strong
views. Although issues of cost are appreciated, if there
could be some improvement to safely entering and
exiting Oliver’s Battery, it would improve quality of daily
life for most, if not all, residents.

3.3 … and Finally, Question 37
132 households responded to this question, which
asked residents whether they had any further comments
relating to any other issue or topic not covered in the
Questionnaire, resulting in 242 comments altogether.
Although this question sought comments on issues
or topics not covered elsewhere in the Questionnaire,
many replicated items covered in the earlier, detailed
questions.

The state of bus services to the area attracts a high
level of dissatisfaction. Clearly, there is work to be
done here to lobby forcefully to improve the service or
look for alternatives.

The largest number of comments related to Community
Centre which received 47 (20%) comments. 31 related
to the St Mark’s proposal, eight which specifically
support the new Oliver's Battery Community Centre

The overwhelming responses to questions relating
to environment, and to protecting the surrounding
countryside give clear direction and a high priority for
future action. It is relatively straightforward to work
within the boundaries of Oliver’s Battery, but more
challenging to effect change outside. It will be necessary
to work strategically on this issue, developing links with
surrounding parishes.
Although residents expressed satisfaction at the
existing range of community groups and organised
activities in Oliver’s Battery, there was a very wide range
of suggestions for possible groups or clubs. There is
already provision for the most popular suggestions in
and immediately around Oliver’s Battery, for example,
Badger Farm Community Centre and Kings’ School are
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in close proximity, both with plenty of parking. A new
state-of-the-art Leisure Centre will be built soon at Bar
End in Winchester. Alternative provision will need to
be carefully considered when determining what new
facilities are required in Oliver’s Battery.

3.5 Ten Key Messages from
the Consultation Data
1. Improving the junction of
Oliver’s Battery Road and
Badger Farm Road is the most
important issue for residents.

Other than the Recreation Ground, which is highly
regarded, facilities do not attract such a high level
of interest, and recent changes at the shops satisfy
many of the criticisms that were expressed. However,
parking at and around the shops remains an issue that
is difficult to solve. If relationships with and between
the trading community, including the landlords, can be
improved, it should lead to more co-operation and make
it possible to enhance the appearance of the shops,
improve communications and develop better signage.

2. Residents value their peace
and quiet; they love the views,
the countryside and the easy
access to it.
3. The idea of development on
surrounding greenfield sites is
strongly resisted.

Regarding the planning of community facilities, a list
of requirements was offered. This determined that the
most important was parking, followed closely by small
rooms for meetings and social drop-in spaces. Any
proposals for new facilities should seek to reflect the
priority given to these requirements.

4. A better bus service within
Oliver’s Battery (or equivalent)
is an important issue for some
sections of the community.

Households who live near the shops feel strongly about
people who do not live there, or are visitors, parking
on the roads where they live and its negative effect on
quality of life. Any increase in this problem should be
resisted, as it is likely to make the situation worse for
those households and the local businesses.

5. There is considerable concern
about parking at or near
the shops, particularly from
households that live in that part
of Oliver’s Battery.

Residents felt positive about the sense of community
and neighbourliness, although there remains work
to be done with younger people, with ensuring older
people have access to transport where necessary and
with welcoming new residents. It is often difficult to
establish what activities are available locally, as few
facilities have the comprehensive information available
at Badger Farm Community Centre, which is run by
the Badger Farm and Oliver’s Battery Residents’
Community Association.

6. Residents generally like
the shops, although their
appearance is in need of
improvement.
7. Parking, social drop-in spaces
and small rooms are the most
important in planning for
community facilities.
8. Although there appear to be
more younger children, there
are still many elderly residents,
the majority of whom live on
their own.
9. Almost a quarter of households
moved into Oliver’s Battery
between 2011 and 2016.
10. The children’s playground is
highly regarded.
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Some Early
Progress

4.3 Film Evenings (Volunteer led)
There were comments suggesting that some kind of
Film Club would be popular. Monthly film evenings are
now held, (with drinks and ice creams). Normally held
in the school hall, during the school’s refurbishment,
they are being held at St Mark’s Church. Dates and
times are publicised on flyers and on the PC website
and Facebook.

Some issues raised during the consultation process
have been addressed before the Plan itself was
finalised. Several are noted in the section below.

4.1 Distribution (Volunteer led)
There were comments in the responses that sometimes
information was not distributed in time, or on a regular
basis. There is now an efficient method of distributing
printed information.
Utilising the arrangements
implemented with the Questionnaire, Oliver’s Battery
has been divided into many small ‘rounds’, each with a
local resident acting as distributor.

4.2 Social Evenings at the South
Winchester Golf Club (Volunteer
led)
There were many comments about the lack of a pub
and the Social Club at Badger Farm Community Centre
does not appear to be well used by Oliver’s Battery
residents. As it is extremely unlikely that there will ever
be a pub in Oliver’s Battery, an alternative has been
arranged at an existing local facility. Social evenings
are now held monthly at the South Winchester Golf
Club. Residents can meet up, have a drink, a chat and
a reasonably priced meal. Many people drive, making
use of the ample parking and lifts can be organised
if required, while other residents walk across the golf
course to the clubhouse. Dates and times are publicised
on flyers and on the PC website and Facebook. Their
Lakeside Room is an ideal place to host a wide range
of events including weddings, parties and meetings.
They can cater for groups of up to 80 for formal dining
or up to 120 with buffet-style service. They also have a
terrace which can cater for up to 60 people.

4.4 Café
Many residents wanted a more reliable and friendly café
at the shops. Since the new Thrive Café and Wellbeing
opened in November 2016, it has proved popular.
Amanda Ridgley, the owner, is fully supportive of using
the café as a community resource. It is already used
as a social drop-in space and for small meetings during
the day and for special events and meetings outside
normal hours.

4.5 Wild Flower Planting (Volunteer
led – Conservation Group)
The responses revealed interest in planting areas of
wild flowers. The Conservation Group consulted with
the PC and implemented the planting of two small
areas on the Battery, near the Oliver’s Battery sign,
and the PC arranged for one of the ditches to be left
uncut during the summer on a trial basis. The PC
have subsequently agreed to support an increase in
size of the two small areas on the Battery and for them
to be laid with special wild flower turf and that a 1.5m
wide strip along the top edge of the football pitch at
the Recreation Ground be left uncut to encourage wild
flowers from spring to autumn in 2018 on a trial basis.
These initiatives will increase the value of these areas
for wildlife.
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4.6 Improvements to Footpaths
(Volunteer led)

4.8 The Junction of Oliver’s Battery
Road South and Badger Farm
Road – (PC led)

Residents rated the countryside around Oliver’s
Battery very highly and there were many positive
comments about the advantages of good access to
the countryside. After a footpath survey was completed
by HCC and the Ramblers' Association, footpath
improvements have been made during summer 2017
by a group of volunteers, made up of residents and the
Ramblers’ Association.

Issues associated with the junction are noted in
responses as by far the largest negative of living in
Oliver’s Battery. In the spring of 2015, the PC put
forward to HCC a range of options designed to reduce
the issues associated with this junction and a list of low
cost priorities.
Although the financial constraints on HCC are well
known, Karen Wright, a Principal Transport Planner
at HCC, passed the scheme, which includes footpath
widening at No. 80 Oliver’s Battery Road South to
improve pedestrian safety, traffic island removal to
provide more room for vehicles to manoeuvre and a
yellow box hatch across the junction in Badger Farm
Road to replace the existing and poorly located ‘KEEP
CLEAR’ markings, to the delivery team in November
2017.

4.9 Traffic Speed in Oliver’s Battery –
(PC led)
There were several comments about the speed of
traffic on Oliver’s Battery Road South and Old Kennels
Lane. The PC wants to have a speed limit of 20 mph
particularly on Oliver’s Battery Road South and Old
Kennels Lane and arranged for HCC to carry out speed
checks. However, the mean speeds were not low
enough for the Police to support a 20 mph limit.

4.7 New Equipment at the Recreation
Ground (PC led)
There were many comments about replacing the
play equipment for younger children and following
consultation by the PC a successful bid to the Tesco
‘Bags of Help’ scheme for ‘The Vikings and the Saxon
Noble King’ project generated a grant of £8,000, and
the PC donated approximately £4,000.

There are ‘20 is Plenty’ signs near the shops and the
PC has purchased a Speed Limit Reminder sign which
can be relocated as required.

4.10 Access Road to the Recreation
Ground – (PC led)

The children’s play area now has two Saxon forts, a
Viking ship, a slumbering dragon and several other
pieces of play equipment for younger visitors. It
provides an opportunity for children develop their
imagination and sense of local history when they play.
Children from Oliver’s Battery Primary School chose
the name for the ship - ‘Storm Chaser’, and the design
at the centre of the Saxon shields is taken from the
Saxon bowl found in the burial of the Saxon warrior at
the Oliver Cromwell's Battery (and used as the logo for
the PC).

There were several comments about the poor state of
the access road to the Recreation Ground. The PC
arranged for remedial works in January 2016.

The PC took the opportunity to adapt and install some
other play equipment at the same time as well as a new
connecting path.
During the summer of 2017 the play equipment has
proved extremely popular with residents and visitors
alike. More parking at the Recreation Ground may be
required to avoid parking on the local approach roads
outside residents’ homes.
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The Action
Plan

particularly Equipped Children’s Play, Informal Green
Space and Sports Grounds within Oliver’s Battery
(see Open Space Strategy September 2014 which is a
‘background paper’ to the LPP1).

Aims, Objectives, Suggested
Points for Action

Although no new allocations of land to provide for
open space uses are proposed in the Local Plan Part 2
(LPP2), it states that opportunities to remedy shortfalls
will be sought.

This section sets out the 5 main Aims of the Plan and
how they can be achieved.

The objectives below offer some ways forward in
maintaining the very special setting and situation of
Oliver’s Battery. The first objective identifies ways to
assist in maintaining and improving the environment.
Opportunities are identified in the Suggested Points
for Action in Objective 1a. The second objective
identifies local development issues and identifies
ways of preserving and enhancing the special nature
of Oliver’s Battery and its surroundings. Opportunities
are identified in the Suggested Points for Action in
Objective 1b.

The overarching framework of these Aims, subsequent
objectives and suggestions for action have all emerged
from the community of Oliver’s Battery. The Aims were
generated from the responses to the questions in the
original six ‘Threads’ of the Questionnaire. These
‘Threads’ in their turn derived from issues that emerged
from the very first consultations with the community,
before the Questionnaire itself was written.

Aim 1. To maintain the
environment valued by residents
in and around Oliver’s Battery
Overview
This aim relates to environment and development in
and around Oliver’s Battery.
Consultation data strongly identified ‘countryside’,
‘peace and quiet’, ‘access’ and ‘views’ as being things
that residents valued highly. Efforts to maintain, develop
and secure them is felt to be of prime importance for
the community.
Oliver’s Battery has some 700 dwellings, including a
higher proportion of bungalows than are found in most
other parts of Winchester. Within Oliver’s Battery
there is limited space for additional housing other than
on the greenfield sites to the south of the settlement
boundary. The area behind the shops has been
subject to two planning applications in 2013. Both
were for residential developments, which were refused.
A further application for the site is anticipated. The only
other way of increasing the number of housing units
without using a greenfield site is to sub-divide existing
plots.

Objective 1a.
To involve residents in local environment
Overview
The responses revealed that by far the most
popular positive about living in Oliver’s Battery is
the surrounding countryside (just over two thirds of
households in Question 35); and the second most
popular positive is peace and quiet (nearly a half of
households in Question 35). In Question 14, 81% of
households considered access to the countryside as
‘Very Important’, 74% of households considered peace
and quiet ‘Very Important’ and 68% considered views
as ‘Very Important’. Nearly half (49%) of households
considered low levels of light pollution as ‘Very
Important’. So, the environment is clearly an issue
that residents consider a significant factor in their lives.
It is of paramount importance to residents that these
aspects of life should be maintained.

The South Winchester Golf Course is on the other green
edge of Oliver’s Battery. Although it is in the parish of
Hursley, any change in use would have a much more
significant impact on Oliver’s Battery than Hursley.
Winchester District Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) identifies
an overall surplus of open space in Winchester Town,
due largely to the amount of accessible Natural Green
Space. However, there are deficits in some categories,
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Objective 1b.
To improve control of development in and
around Oliver’s Battery

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" Oliver's Battery is special. In many ways it is
Winchester's best kept secret. With its unique
location …"

Overview
It is very clear that as regards future development,
residents were against housebuilding on the open
spaces surrounding the existing built-up area of
Oliver’s Battery. In Question 16, 91% of households
‘Resisted’ or ‘Strongly Resisted’ development on
greenfield sites in or around Oliver’s Battery. This
was the strongest response to any question in the
Questionnaire. In answer to the question of where
any further development should take place, the largest
support was for redeveloping existing sites for single
dwellings, followed by the redevelopment of existing
commercial sites. Mention has been made above of
the area behind the shops.

" It's a beautiful area …"
" On the edge of town with marvellous countryside
and views to enjoy."
" Close to countryside for walking."
" Wildlife and views [are the] reason we moved
here."
" Quiet, calm, peaceful … When people come to
my house, they can’t believe how quiet it is."

There was less clarity about what sort of housing should
be provided if it were to be proposed somewhere in
Oliver’s Battery, though large dwellings were less
popular than others. The three suggested “other”
types of housing that were most popular were those for
younger families, those for the elderly and “affordable
housing”. No other categories got more than one or
two mentions.

Suggested Points for Action
1 Parish Council (PC) to encourage Hampshire
County Council (HCC) and other landowners
to improve footpath maintenance with
assistance from volunteers.

Any development must conform to national and district
planning policies and procedures. A local community
without a Neighbourhood Plan has no autonomy in
relation to development; it is simply subject to the
Winchester District LPP2. Oliver’s Battery Village
Design Statement (2008), is only a Supplementary
Planning Document, and objections by both the PC
and residents have limited effect on planning decisions
made by WCC. Only comments can be submitted and,
by numbers of objections, strength of opinion indicated.
The frustrations inherent in these procedures can
be seen locally in the very strong opposition to the
development currently underway at Texas Drive.

2 Residents to create more wildlife-friendly
gardens with assistance from OBCG and
others. Share information, expertise, etc., for
example newsletter, website, Facebook, talks,
links to schools, etc.
3 Residents to reduce wastage of fruit and
vegetables from gardens.
For example,
convene interested group of people to identify
potential, help harvest produce, advertise and
distribute. Consider making available to café.
4 PC to encourage HCC to cut roadside verges in
a more wildlife-friendly manner, for example
Port Lane. OBCG to identify other verges that
could be maintained in a more wildlife-friendly
way.
5 Residents to ensure their hedges and
trees adjacent to footpaths and bridleways
are maintained such that they are not
an impediment to users. PC to contact
landowners where issues are not the
responsibility of residents.
6 PC to investigate potential of improving ‘Dark
Skies’ in Oliver’s Battery.
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Aim 2.
To Improve Road Safety
Overview
This aim relates to road and pedestrian safety within
Oliver’s Battery and on Badger Farm Road.
Every opportunity for consultation with residents
brought forth large numbers of strongly voiced concerns
about the junction of Oliver’s Battery Road South and
Badger Farm Road. Safety and waiting times are
clearly paramount in people’s minds. For most of us,
sorting out the junction is the most important issue in
the entire Plan.

Developing a Neighbourhood Plan could give more
control over development within the complexities of the
planning process, but may not be practicable just for
Oliver’s Battery. However, developing a Neighbourhood
Plan in conjunction with nearby local communities, for
example Hursley and Compton, would be an option.

Although fewer people commented on roads within
Oliver’s Battery itself, a number were not happy with the
speed of traffic at certain locations or with the standard
of maintenance of pavement and road surfaces.
Parking problems were also of concern especially
in and near to the shops and adjacent to bends and
junctions.

The Winchester Open Space Strategy September 2015
notes a shortfall of existing provision of approximately
1.7 hectares (larger than the size of the Recreation
Ground) and concludes that additional land and
facilities are required.

The objectives below offer some ways forward in
improving road safety. The first objective examines
the concerns in relation to the junction between
Oliver’s Battery Road South and Badger Farm Road,
excessive speeds on Badger Farm Road and within
Oliver’s Battery itself. It also touches upon road and
pavement maintenance. Proposals are identified in
the Suggested Points for Action in Objective 2a. The
second objective discusses the growing concerns about
parking. Opportunities for improvement are identified
in the Suggested Points for Action in Objective 2b.

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" Dwellings specifically for elderly people are
pointless without good transport!"
" Brownfield sites are preferred. The large open
field and conservation area should be protected."

Objective 2a.
To improve road and pedestrian safety for
Oliver’s Battery residents

" Oliver's Battery has a great mix of families and
elderly - keep it!"
" All sizes of housing are required."

Overview

" Future development should be modest. The
road infrastructure can’t cope at the best of times
so any large planned extension of housing in
Oliver’s Battery should be resisted."

The junction of Oliver’s Battery Road South and Badger
Farm Road has been an issue of enormous concern to
residents for many years. Data from all the consultations
has shown this overwhelmingly, compared to any other
issue. 99% of households responded to Question 19,
regarding the various problems at the junction. There
were a total of 645 comments from open box questions
that related to the junction. An extraordinary total,
indicating just how strongly residents feel the need for
some improvement.

Suggested Points for Action
1 PC to investigate potential development
of Neighbourhood Plan with surrounding
parishes.

Drivers and pedestrians are affected, and many
residents feel at risk, walking on narrow pavements at
the junction, or trying to turn left or right.

2 PC to investigate opportunities to remedy
shortfalls in accessible Open Spaces in
Oliver’s Battery.
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Many residents commented on the poor maintenance
of pavements. In fact, there were more comments
about the state of pavements than of roads. The
issues raised were not only uneven pavements, but
also overhanging hedges and drop kerbs, which are
compelling some elderly or partially sighted residents
to walk in the road. Additionally, in some parts of the
area, the impact on pavements of tree roots too close
to the surface remains an issue.
Maintenance of roads is faring better. In 2016, Old
Kennels Lane was completely resurfaced by HCC as
part of Operation Resilience. And previously, Compton
Way, Austen Avenue and Keats Close were re-surfaced
by the Special Treatments team. Complaints about
poor surfacing at the access to the Recreation Ground
have been dealt with by the PC, and the area largely
re-surfaced in 2016.

Residents view the volume and speed of traffic on
Badger Farm Road with anxiety. In Question 19,
just over three quarters (76%) of households thought
that volume of traffic on Badger Farm Road was a
‘Big’ or ‘Very Big’ problem, with length of wait to exit
Oliver’s Battery Road South at nearly three quarters
(72%). Speed of traffic on Badger Farm Road was a
‘Big’ or ‘Very Big’ problem for well over half (59%) of
households.

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" People take crazy risks pulling out [at junction]."

Even before the Questionnaire was put to residents,
the Parish Council (PC) had been in dialogue with
Hampshire County Council (HCC) and local County
and District Councillors on looking at lowering speed
limits on Badger Farm Road and Oliver’s Battery Road
South and Old Kennels Lane.

" Improvements to junction are long overdue."
" The junction is very dangerous. Problems are
speed and volume of vehicles on Badger Farm
Road and also the narrow pavement (huge
lorries mounting pavement)."

In response to requests by the PC, HCC arranged
surveys along Badger Farm Road in March 2015 and
November 2016 and, as the mean speeds are around
mid-thirties, the Police would not be supportive of a 30
mph limit. Although HCC considerations for reducing
speed limits are based on Department for Transport
guidance, which primarily relates to mean speeds
and casualty data, lack of Police support is often the
main reason quoted by HCC for not implementing a
reduction in the speed limit.

" Pedestrian tunnel unsuitable
cyclists and pushchairs."

for

disabled,

" Speeding is a problem on Old Kennels Lane."
" Cars often drive dangerously fast [on Oliver’s
Battery Road South]."
" Older people often walk in the road to avoid
uneven pavements and overgrown hedges.
In doing so they become vulnerable."

A similar scenario exists following surveys along
Oliver’s Battery Road South and Old Kennels Lane.
The stepped ramp on the Oliver’s Battery side of the
underpass is also of concern to residents, particularly
for cyclists, those with pushchairs and residents with
mobility issues. Unfortunately, legislation means that
the stepped ramp cannot be ‘unstepped’ as the gradient
of slope is too steep.
In Question 18, speed of traffic was a ‘Big’ or ‘Very
Big’ problem for just over a third (34%) of households.
Areas of concern included Oliver’s Battery Road near
the shops and on Old Kennels Lane. The moveable
Speed Limit Reminder Sign purchased by the PC
should help to address this issue, but further initiatives
may be necessary.
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Suggested Points for Action

shops to catch the No.5 bus, taking a valuable parking
space for long periods.

1 PC to review impact of changes to junction of
Oliver’s Battery Road South and Badger Farm
Road after implementation and establish with
HCC and WCC what, if any, other improvements
are necessary.

Concerns were also expressed that the situation
would further deteriorate if the area behind the shops
received planning permission for redevelopment and
with the proposed redevelopment of St Mark’s. With
increased volume of traffic, deliveries and visitors to
the shops, Post Office, dentist and café and increased
day-time commuter parking, a widening area around
Oliver Cromwell's Battery and the shops is becoming
affected, with safety and quality of life for immediate
residents becoming more and more of an issue.

2 PC to continue to liaise with HCC and local
County and District Councillors to get a 30 mph
speed limit on Badger Farm Road between
the Sainsbury’s and Pitt roundabouts.
3 PC to continue to liaise with HCC and local
County and District Councillors on best ways
to ensure 30 mph speed limit is not exceeded
within Oliver’s Battery, given HCC and Police
will not support a reduction to 20 mph.

Parking concerns for residents were not limited
to the area at the shops. In Question 18, parking
on the pavement was a ‘Big’ or ‘Very Big’ problem
for nearly a third (32%) of households. There was
concern expressed at the amount of parking on narrow
pavements, causing obstructions, particularly for those
with pushchairs, a visual impairment or using walking
aids. In Question 18, parking on the road was a ‘Big’
or ‘Very Big’ problem for between a quarter and a third
(29%) of households. Parking on or near bends was
also singled out as a safety issue, particularly on the
bus route.

4 Residents to regularly bring to the attention
of HCC all locations where pavements and
roads surfaces are proving dangerous.
(Report issues at https://www.hants.gov.uk/
transport/roadmaintenance/roadproblems)
5 Residents to ensure their hedges and trees
adjacent to pavements are maintained such
that they are not an impediment to users. PC
to contact landowners where issues are not the
responsibility of residents.

In Question 18 (other issues), parking near the school
at the start and end of the school day was highlighted
as a particular problem in Keats Close, Austen Avenue
and Compton Way.

Objectives 2b.
To improve provision and control of
parking within Oliver’s Battery

Also, in Question 18 (other issues), caravan movements
received negative comments, presumably from
households in the immediate vicinity. Safety concerns
were expressed as well as a lack of notice.

Overview

Keeping the roads clear for buses was viewed as
important, in keeping what little bus service exists, as
well as lobbying for bus improvements.

The three parking situations in Question 18 were not
considered to be ‘Big’ or ‘Very Big’ problems for the
majority of households. Parking at the local shops was
a ‘Big’ or ‘Very Big’ problem for 38% of households.
However, the number of responses was significant
(179). Not surprisingly, an analysis of the responses
confirming a ‘Big’ or ‘Very Big’ problem based on post
codes identified two main areas, i.e. firstly all the post
codes closest to the shops (which are most likely to
be directly affected by parking of others) and secondly
the majority of post codes at the bottom of Oliver’s
Battery. For a number of reasons, it is becoming more
difficult to find a parking space at or near the shops.
The success of some newer traders is a contributory
factor, bringing in custom from outside Oliver’s Battery,
with people staying longer per visit. Traders whose
customers stay for only a short time are finding their
business adversely affected.

Further anecdotal evidence suggests that parking is
becoming a bigger problem for more residents, for
example along Oliver’s Battery Road South between
Compton Way and Old Kennels Lane.
Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" Parking should not be allowed at or near bends,
especially at the corner of Oliver’s Battery Road
South and Old Kennels Lane."
" Parking at or near the shops by people from
outside the area in order to use buses into the
city should not be permitted."

Anecdotal evidence supports comments, in Question
18 (other issues), that some people park at or near the
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Aim 3.
To improve local transport for
Oliver’s Battery residents

" Pavement parking is a major impediment to
pedestrians with pushchairs or those who rely
on sticks to aid their progress."
" Some roads, mainly Oliver’s Battery Road South,
are too narrow for parking. Yellow lines needed."

Overview
This aim relates to local transport for the residents of
Oliver’s Battery.

" Limited parking space at shop area is a problem."
" Traffic congestion at school times causes
difficulties especially in Austen Avenue and
Compton Way."

The pattern of usage of local transport and responses
needs be seen against the background of car ownership
within Oliver’s Battery. Oliver’s Battery has higher
percentages of car ownership than national averages.
In Question 21, 94% of households confirmed that there
are one or more cars in their household. The largest
group within this total (45%) has two cars, followed by
38% with one car. 6% of households have no car. This
pattern of ownership is different from the UK average,
where 78% of the population have one or more cars,
including 26% with two cars and 45% with one car, and
22% have no car.

" Delivery of large mobile homes to South View
Park causes problems."

Suggested Points for Action
1 Local businesses to investigate ways by
which parking provision at the shops can be
maximised. Parking area owners will need to
agree any changes.

The question of public transport provision moved many
residents to comment, particularly in the ‘Negatives’
Question 36. Here, the second most negative aspect of
living in Oliver’s Battery, was the buses, with comments
that the service was inadequate, unreliable, in decline,
and difficult to access from some parts of the area.
Only the problems with the junction generated more
complaints.

2 PC to continue liaison with WCC in relation
to painting of new double yellow lining near
bends and junctions adversely affected by
parking along the bus route and repainting of
existing single yellow lining with double yellow
lining.

The objective below offers some ways forward. It
reviews responses in relation to current public transport
provision within and outside the immediate area.
Opportunities, including alternative provisions such as
community transport and lift schemes, are identified in
the Suggested Points for Action in Objective 3a.

3 PC to investigate cost implication of
implementing residents’ and local businesses’
parking permits in areas of Oliver’s Battery.
4 PC to liaise with Oliver’s Battery Primary School
and South View Caravan Park in relation to
parking concerns.
5 PC to consider installing cycle racks at the
Recreation Ground.

Objective 3a.
To improve local transport for Oliver’s
Battery residents

6 Residents to park on their drives where possible
and if not park more considerately on roads
and also encourage visitors and trades people
etc. to do the same.

Overview
Question 34, regarding dependency on bus services,
was in two parts: the first concerning the service
through Oliver’s Battery (currently No.63 on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday) and the second concerning
services adjacent to Oliver’s Battery (No.5 and the Park
and Ride service). In Question 34, 6% of respondents
stated that they are a ‘Lot’ or ‘Entirely’ dependent on
the Nos.36 and 63 as their main form of transport,
whereas 19% are a ‘Lot’ or ‘Entirely’ dependent on the
No.5/Park and Ride.
More people would be encouraged to use buses within
Oliver’s Battery if they were more frequent with a better
schedule (29% of responses), more reliable (14%),
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Residents said:

if the fares were lower (10%), if there were an early
morning and evening service suitable for commuters
(10%) and a weekend service. The current use of
the No.63 is very low and the buses sometimes run
empty round Oliver’s Battery. The low response rate to
questions about the No.63 indicates that there is little
interest in the service currently provided.

" No.63 – more reliable buses, more frequent and
direct into town."
" More regular buses at least a shuttle service
to Badger Farm Road and Sainsbury’s from
Sunnydown Road, perhaps twice or three times
a day (Monday to Saturday)."

The No.5 service was well regarded and much more
heavily used. It was suggested that its frequency
should be increased particularly at weekends and that
services should run more often later in the day. Another
suggestion for improvement was to route one No.5 bus
per hour round Oliver’s Battery.

" Walking to the shops and the No.5 bus stop is
good for the health and should be encouraged."
" It is much cheaper to drive and park in town for a
family of four."

There were several comments about the level of fares.
For a family group it is much more expensive to go in
and out of town on the No.5 bus, compared with driving
in and using a central car park, or driving to a Park and
Ride car park and taking the bus from there.

" Happy with No.5 service which is excellent."
" We are retired and would willingly offer a lift if
going somewhere and if we knew someone
needed a lift in the same direction."

The alternatives to using one’s own car or the bus
fell under two main headings: investigate the use of
a community minibus, perhaps with the involvement
of Sainsbury’s; and devise a method of extending
the current use of lifts to neighbours, bearing in mind
the schemes already available under Dial a Ride,
the Winchester Good Neighbours network and the
Winchester Live at Home scheme.

" We already give a lift to a friend to go swimming
twice a week. We do not go regularly to any
other particular location. If there were a way of
finding others in need of a lift, e.g. to Sainsbury’s
on an ad-hoc basis we would be happy to help."

A third (33%) of households answered favourably
to Question 23 ‘Would people in your household be
prepared to offer lifts within a lift share scheme?’. It
seems from the comments that some people understood
the question to relate only to lifts to and from work (“Not
possible as my hours of work vary”, “Not everyone
works 9 to 5 in the centre of Winchester”) but there was
also support for a car pool to go to the station in the
morning and back in the evenings.

" The community could acquire (purchase or
lease) a minibus and use volunteer drivers to
provide a shuttle service between OB, the mainroad bus stops (BF Road and Pitt P&R) and
Sainsbury’s."

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.

1 Residents to form a Transport Group.

Suggested Points for Action
2 Group to lobby MP, County and District
Councillors, Stagecoach for improvements in
bus services.
3 Group to investigate community minibus
schemes, including liaising with Sainsbury’s
and Badger Farm Community Centre.
4 Group to investigate further development of
lift share schemes, in liaison with Winchester
Good Neighbours network and the Winchester
Live at Home scheme.
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Aim 4.
To maintain, support and develop
facilities and amenities in Oliver’s
Battery

Residents value the fact that Oliver’s Battery has local
shops and businesses; they are generally well used.
However, concerns persist over the appearance of
the area around the shops and problems with parking
remain. The success of the Thrive Café has had
the unintended consequence of exacerbating the
existing parking problem at and around the shops.
Opportunities for further improvements are identified in
the Suggested Points for Action in Objective 4b below.

Overview
This aim relates to the usage and provision of existing
facilities and amenities in Oliver’s Battery. It also
touches upon possible developments in the future.

Oliver’s Battery is fortunate in having a number of
different facilities for residents to use for different
purposes.
The Oliver’s Battery Primary School,
St Mark’s Church and Thrive Café all offer varying
sized spaces and levels of amenity, whilst the South
Winchester Golf Club, albeit immediately beyond our
boundary, has already proved a welcoming venue for
regular social bar and supper evenings. Opportunities
for publicity are identified in the Suggested Points for
Action in Objective 4c below.

Current facilities and amenities are considered to be the
dental surgery, Oliver Cromwell’s Battery, Post Office,
Pre-School, Primary School, Recreation Ground, St.
Mark’s Church, shops, Thrive Café and Wellbeing,
Wildlife Area and Yew Hill Butterfly Reserve.
The Recreation Ground, Wildlife Area and Yew Hill
Butterfly Reserve are all well used by the community.
Further development of the play equipment in 2017,
following grants from Tesco ‘Bags for Help’ scheme and
the Parish Council (PC) has provided new equipment.
This is proving popular with children and parents.
However, despite easy and highly popular access to
the surrounding countryside, Oliver’s Battery is lacking
in open recreational space (see Oliver’s Battery
Overview). Opportunities for further improvements
are identified in the Suggested Points for Action in
Objective 4a below.

The current proposal from the Oliver’s Battery
Community Centre Ltd. (OBCC) for the redevelopment
of St Mark’s Church is an issue that has exposed
division within the community. Overall, responses
generally indicated that support was matched by
concerns and other issues more strongly commanded
residents’ interest. This is further examined in the
Suggested Points for Action in Objective 4d below.
The final objective looks to the medium to long-term
provision of electrical supply in Oliver’s Battery.
Advances in energy provision, distribution, use and
storage will lead to new options and opportunities.
Initial thoughts are brought together in the Suggested
Points for Action in Objective 4e below.

Objective 4a.
To support and develop open recreation
spaces
Overview
The importance of countryside identified under Aim
1 (Environment) was reflected in the usage figures in
responses to Question 7. 86% of households used the
Local Footpaths and Bridleways, nearly three quarters
(74%) the Large Open Field, well over half (60%) Yew
Hill Butterfly Reserve and (56%) Wildlife Area, ‘Often’
or ‘Sometimes’ in the last year.
There is a high level of satisfaction in relation to the
Recreation Ground. In Question 8, almost a fifth of
comments stated that no improvements were required.
However, there are some aspects of the area that could
be improved, for example more seats and benches.
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The suggestion of levelling the football field, although
popular, would be too expensive for the overall benefit
and the amount of cut and fill would adversely impact
on the area immediately surrounding the pitch.

Suggested Point for Action
1 The PC to review needs, costs, constraints,
funding, etc. for improvements at the
Recreation Ground and at Oliver Cromwell’s
Battery.

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" More seating for parents watching children on
play equipment."

Objective 4b.
To support local shops, café and dentist

" The play equipment for younger children needs
replacing."

Overview
Oliver’s Battery is fortunate in having independent
shops, a café and a Post Office. The responses yield
valuable insight into residents’ opinions and usage
of facilities and amenities. The shops are well used,
though there were criticisms expressed about the
convenience store and Cromwell’s Café, appearance
generally and particularly about parking problems. In
Question 7, 93% of households used the local shops
‘Often’ or ‘Sometimes’ in the last year (62% ‘Often’).

" None, it's excellent."
" Sometimes it is difficult to park there."
" Toilets."
" Level football pitch."
" The Battery and Rec are wonderful open
spaces."

Interestingly, the largest number of comments related to
both Local Shops positives and to Convenience Store
negatives. The third largest number of comments,
related to Community Centre Uses/Facilities, which
comprised a very wide range of ideas for uses/facilities
but with no consensus. This was followed by a new
Community Centre/Hall and a Café/Bar - Eatery - Pub
which received a similar number of comments.

" Our family love the wide green, natural space up
to and around Yew Hill."

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" There is no point in adding facilities/amenities
until the parking problems are sorted.”
" Café only good if regularly/reliably open."
" Shop fronts could be improved."
" Retain post office at all costs."
" Better support of existing shops needed."
" Convenience shop is not particularly welcoming."
" Internet café which can be used as a meeting
place for groups, discussions, musical events
etc."
" Local shops with parking are important."
" Butcher, bike shop, hair dresser, pet shop,
barbers are all ok."
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The utilisation of St Mark’s Church for community
activities appears to be low, i.e. between 15% and 20%
for a single room, bearing in mind the hire rates are
very competitive. This is reflected in the responses
noted above on usage of local facilities/amenities in
the last year.
People and families travel beyond the area they live to
work and go to school, about half of the primary school
children in Oliver’s Battery go to schools outside Oliver’s
Battery and all the secondary school children. Oliver’s
Battery has a higher than average car ownership and
it is commonplace for parents to drive their children to
facilities outside Oliver’s Battery. Anecdotal evidence
suggests children prefer to go to the same places as
their friends and that most adults are also prepared to
travel for the specific leisure activities they need at the
times they need them.

Suggested Points for Action

What is often difficult to establish is exactly what
and when activities are available locally, other than
at Badger Farm Community Centre, whose website
is excellent. However, there is capacity at existing
facilities within a couple of miles of Oliver’s Battery.

1 Local shops and businesses to liaise more
closely with the aim of promoting relationships,
improving communication and resolving shared
issues.

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.

2 This ‘forum’ of local shops and businesses
would liaise with landlords and agents in
relation to a more efficient maintenance and
upkeep programme to improve appearance
of area.

Residents said:
" Co-ordination of facilities, amenities and events."

3 The PC to support the local shops and
businesses where appropriate regarding
improvements at the shops, for instance
appearance and parking.

" The facilities/amenities provided in Oliver's
Battery should be integrated with those existing
in Badger Farm."
" There is a nice golf club … which has a club
house open to non-players with bar and food
facilities."

Objective 4c.
To better utilise existing facilities for
indoor community, social and sporting
activities and clubs

" It would be nice to have a café/bar to meet/
socialise eat and drink."
" A community centre might harm the viability of
the existing shops."

Overview
The responses revealed considerable differences in
usage rates between existing facilities, some were
well used, and others little utilised. In Question 7, the
existing facilities that were least used, based on ‘Rarely’
or ‘Never’ usage, were Oliver’s Battery Primary School
for non-school related activities at 90%, followed by St
Mark’s for church services and activities at just over
three quarters (78%) and St Mark’s for non-church
services and activities at just over two thirds (70%). It
would be good to use all of our facilities more effectively.

" There needs to be more publicity."

Suggested Points for Action
1 New Communications Group (see Objective 5a)
to publicise existing facilities in newsletters.
2 PC to publicise existing facilities on PC website
and Facebook.

Oliver’s Battery Primary School have confirmed that
once the current building work is completed, they hope
to offer more opportunities for the community to use
the facility.
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Objective 4d.
To analyse shortfall between identified
needs and existing local provision
before planning any development of new
community facilities

If developments do take place, new or improved
community facilities are likely to be a condition of their
going ahead. Additionally, the Primary School has
expressed a desire to develop more of a community
role once its refurbishment is complete (programmed
for September 2018) and Thrive Café is interested in
expanding its social activities.

Overview

Although a new community centre is mentioned in
responses, other issues appear to be more important
to residents and there appears to be as many concerns
as there is support. For example, there are some
strong opinions expressed by those supporting the
proposed redevelopment of St Mark’s Church and
strong opinions voiced by those opposing the proposed
development. It is a concern that there is potential for
a rift in the community over this particular issue, rather
than it being melded together by the proposed project.

The Questionnaire included ‘generic’ questions on the
requirements for any new community facilities. It was
therefore possible to determine the relative importance
of different requirements, irrespective of any specific
proposal, if a need for a new facility was determined.
In Question 9, households ranked parking as most
important, based on ‘Very Important’. The importance
of parking reflects concerns expressed in other areas
of the responses. Small meeting/function rooms, a
community café and a social drop-in space were also
important, as against large meeting/function rooms,
which were ranked as less important.

Residents have access to a number of different venues
in the vicinity where community activities take place.
The Primary School, St Mark’s Church, Thrive Café,
Badger Farm Community Centre (which was built for
residents of both Badger Farm and Oliver’s Battery), St
Peter’s Primary School, Kings’ School and the South
Winchester Golf Club. There are many others which
are only slightly further away. Each of these facilities
has advantages and disadvantages, yet they provide
access to virtually all the activities mentioned in the
responses.

Any specific proposal for new community facilities
needs to be regarded not only alongside identified
need, but also together with its particular context - for
example capital costs and how it will be funded, design,
ownership of the building and the land, running costs
and on-going financial viability and liability for the
building life of some 60 years, parking provision, and
impacting upon that, what proportion of potential users
are drawn from outside and from within Oliver’s Battery.

Considering all of the above, it can be argued that
the case of a shortfall between identified needs and
existing provision is to a large extent unproven. Before
committing to funding any large new community facility,
it is important to distinguish between what is wished
for against what is needed and what is actually viable.
Further consultation needs to be comprehensive,
consensus-seeking, inclusive, informed and transparent.

Furthermore, any proposal for new community
facilities should be viewed against the wider context
of alternative possibilities. With the Government’s
proposals to reform the planning system and increase
the supply of new homes, the push for development on
the fringes of Winchester will increase.
WCC have issued a ‘call for sites’ to inform the pending
Winchester District Local Plan Review, with a closing
date of 6 April 2018. This is the Strategic Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA)
and will replace the SHLAA (see Section 2.15). WCC
are aiming to publish the SHELAA in summer 2018. In
the SHLAA, developers have listed sites from Oliver’s
Battery down to Hursley for consideration.

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" Oliver's Battery would be a complete village with
a good well run local shop and pub."
" Happy with existing level of facilities."
" A good size parish hall and social club would
benefit Oliver's Battery."
" The proper redevelopment of St Mark’s Hall is
very important."
" All the facilities required are now in place."
" Parking essential in planning for community
facilities."
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Objective 4e.
To analyse shortfall between identified
needs and required provision of
electricity

" The facilities at St Mark's need to be developed,
e.g. kitchen/toilets."
" The proposal to build a community centre in
Oliver's Battery seems completely inappropriate."

Overview

" Many people socialise in an unstructured way
without the need for community centres."

This objective has grown in significance since the
Questionnaire was completed with the increasing take
up of domestic photovoltaic (PV) panels, installation
of Smart electricity metering (National installation
programme to be completed by 2020) and the projected
demise of petrol and diesel engine cars. This, taken
together with future domestic battery energy storage
and different energy suppliers and tariffs, will result
in very differing requirements imposed on the local
electricity system to that for which it was designed.

" The people who live here share no common
ground, apart from the fact that they live
here. They go elsewhere for work and leisure
activities."
" We need a community café, shop, social drop in
space for informal mixing."
" Have to balance the wish list in this survey with
the actual needs of OB and the ability to fund it which are very different."

This will also potentially give rise to new opportunities
(and economics) both in the time of day that various
electrical items will be best used, possible amelioration
of the overhead lines and also other opportunities that
may present themselves to groups of residents rather
than individuals.

Suggested Points for Action

The government’s plan is for diesel and petrol cars to be
banned from sale by 2040. Taxes on new diesel cars
will rise next year and Southampton could decide to
charge owners of diesel cars to drive in parts of the city
from 2019. More cities will follow, to satisfy government
requirements for tough action on air quality. A surge in
use of electric cars could come in the mid-2020s, when
it is projected that electric cars would out-compete
petrol and diesel ones on factors like cost.

1 The PC and OBCC to liaise on reconsidering
the current proposals for the redevelopment of
St Mark’s Church in the light of the Plan data.
2 If significant funds are requested from the PC
by increasing the Precept (a form of council
tax from the local community), then the PC
to facilitate further consultation to ascertain
whether the majority of households support the
reconsidered proposed redevelopment of the St
Mark’s Church, in the context of its design and
facilities (including parking), cost and funding,
ownership and financial viability (including what
happens if it fails financially), etc., and not just
the principle of a new community centre.

Oliver’s Battery has a much higher number of cars per
household than the national average (approaching
50% of households have two cars and over 10% have
more than two cars) - replacing these in the future with
electric vehicles will have a significant impact on the
local electricity network due to a proliferation of new
charging points.
There is potential within the life of the Plan for a local
driverless electric vehicle transport system within
Oliver’s Battery and to Sainsbury’s, etc.
Given the above and the general increase in
dependence on domestic electrical devices, there is a
concern about possible future shortfalls in the electricity
supply network as a whole.
Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" Visual environment improvement - remove
overhead powerlines."
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Certain questions in the Questionnaire worked as
’benchmarks’ in looking at the vigour of the community
and the level of its healthy functioning. Responses
demonstrated that residents predominantly hold a
positive view of living in Oliver’s Battery. In Question
3, nearly three quarters (73%) of households ‘Strongly
Agree’ or ‘Agree’ that neighbours look out for one
another. In Question 30, 83% of respondents have at
least a moderate sense of belonging to Oliver’s Battery.
In Question 31, three quarters (75%) of respondents
know more than a ‘Handful of People’ in Oliver’s
Battery and in Question 32, very few respondents (4%)
feel ‘Unsafe’ or ‘Very Unsafe’ walking alone in Oliver’s
Battery after dark.

" Buses and taxis as we know them will be
declining in use in about five years’ time. The
future for urban transport is small, electric, selfdriving vehicles. Oliver's Battery should try to
become a test bed for these, running one or
maybe two of this, to convey people (disabled,
or elderly, living at the bottom of the hill), to the
shops and home again."
" Cost of electricity to propel a car to Winchester
town centre and back to Oliver's Battery is
around 25p at today's prices."

In Question 6, comments relating to either good sense
of community or poor sense of community almost
balanced out with 20% positive against 16% negative.
Those giving a positive response spoke of the friendly
neighbours and the friendliness of the community
generally, whilst those answering negatively spoke of
isolation and there being mini-communities within the
wider community.

Suggested Points for Action
1 The PC to liaise with suppliers to identify the
possible options and opportunities associated
with the local electricity network.
2 PC to liaise with HCC and WCC to review
contingency planning.

The objectives for this aim consider different aspects of
communal activity, which, when taken together, make
positive contribution to developing a more vibrant,
connected community.

Aim 5.
To develop sense of community
and involvement

The first objective explores ways of improving
communication within Oliver’s Battery. Increasing
awareness of what’s going on offers opportunities for
greater involvement. Households clearly preferred
hard copy information, though on-line publications
and use of social media are seen also to be valuable.
Opportunities for further developing communication
within the community are identified in the Suggested
Points for Action in Objective 5a below.

Overview
This aim deals with examining and developing the
sense of community in Oliver’s Battery. It investigates
current approaches to communication within the
community. It looks to find ways of encouraging
involvement in communal groups, social activities and
projects with the longer-term intention of creating a
cohesive, inclusive and friendly place to live.

The second objective looks at maintaining and creating
community groups and clubs. Our consultations
revealed a very large number of suggestions (over
400) for additional community groups and clubs that
households would regularly use in Oliver’s Battery.
However, when these comments were analysed, no
real consensus was revealed. Moreover, residents
generally expressed satisfaction with what was
currently available in terms of groups and activities
and the majority of the suggested activities were in fact
found to be already locally available. Opportunities
for establishing and supporting community groups
are identified in the Suggested Points for Action in
Objective 5b below.
The final objective within this aim highlights the need
for more structured social activities. In contrast to
the commitment of joining a group for an on-going
programme of activities, informal social activities can
help residents get to know one another across age
or interest barriers, resulting in stronger bonds within
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Residents said:

the community. Such a programme can welcome new
residents to Oliver’s Battery and can work against
the isolation that some people feel. Opportunities
for improving social interaction are identified in the
Suggested Points for Action in Objective 5c below.

" Quite like the community newsletters and feel
they are informative and help to make people
belong to the community and feel proud of our
neighbourhood."

Thus, the low-cost options of establishing groups
within the community, more informal socialising, and
maximising social interaction opportunities, together
with an improved communication provision, form
the approach to developing a more ‘neighbourly’
community.

" We would like to say a word of thanks to the hard
copy distributors who seem to undertake this
task no matter what the weather."
" We have differing preferences, my partner
prefers electronic, I prefer hard copy.

Objective 5a.
To increase awareness of what’s going on
in Oliver’s Battery

" We would use a regularly updated electronic
newsletter."
" We need the ability for all members of the
community to feed back or offer ideas more
easily, like a noticeboard (real or electronic
based)."

Overview
People are generally satisfied with the communications
pathways in Oliver’s Battery. However, there is always
room for improvement and key for future development
will be the involvement of people with appropriate skills
and enthusiasm.

" You will need a multi-media approach to
communications."
" I am unsure of what is available for teenagers in
the area."

In Question 11, just over three quarters (77%) of
households believed that communication of community
information was ‘Effective’ or ‘Very Effective’. Both the
Badger Farm & Oliver’s Battery Community News and
the Oliver’s Battery Magazine (no longer published)
were very well received and seen as part of developing
and building a community identity. There was a desire
for a regular hard copy newsletter for Oliver’s Battery
residents.

" Some events need to be better advertised."

Suggested Points for Action
1 Volunteers to create Communications Group.

There was a wish expressed for more co-ordination
of local information, articles about local people and
events and a need identified for an efficient local
delivery system.

2 Group to publish an Oliver’s Battery
Newsletter with support from the PC where
appropriate.
3 Group to maintain and develop procedures with
Distribution Group of residents.

Although the preference for hard copy newsletters and
magazines was considerable, the use of social media
and e-communications should not be underrated and
is likely to increase over time. Residents commented
strongly on the need for websites and social media
pages to be up to date, vibrant and lively.

4 Group to develop and maintain Social Media
for residents.
5 PC to develop, update and maintain PC
website.

The idea of a Community Forum was raised for
discussion and debate on local issues. The need for
various types of information was noted, for example
leaflets and maps, perhaps using the Post Office or
café as a pick-up point. A desire for more noticeboards
at different locations was also highlighted.

6 PC to organise informal monthly Community
Forum.
7 PC to lead on provision of Map Boards, Access
to the Countryside Leaflets and improving
Signposting.

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.

8 PC to lead on provision of Community
Noticeboards.
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Objective 5b.
To facilitate the setting up of new
community groups and supporting
existing community groups within
Oliver’s Battery

A way forward for developing new groups and activities
would be to encourage residents themselves to
develop their interests. In that way, groups of people
take ownership of their activities in a more autonomous
and hopefully successful manner.
In this, the approach taken by the new Film Group
would be a suitable model for developing small
community groups. Here, interested residents have
worked together and have been offered support from
the Parish Council (PC). They have learned about
available local grants and have been successful in
applying for funding. Film Nights have become a
regular and enjoyable evening out for many residents.

Overview
From responses to Question 33, there appeared to be
relatively little (12%) dissatisfaction with the existing
range of community groups and organised activities
(based on ‘Unsatisfied’ or ‘Very Unsatisfied’). In
fact, well over a half (60%) indicated that residents
were ‘Neither Satisfied nor Unsatisfied’ with existing
provision. In other words, strong feeling for increasing
the range of community groups and organised activities
in Oliver’s Battery was not indicated.

The demographic changes taking place in the area
mean that more families with younger children are
arriving, bringing energy and new ideas. Equally, many
new residents come to Oliver’s Battery with established
patterns of leisure time activities which take place
over the wider Winchester area. This presents a very
different situation from 30 years ago, when residents
stayed more often within Oliver’s Battery for leisure
activities.

However, households had plenty of suggestions in
other questions. Although in Question 4, when asked
what additional community groups, clubs and social
events would people in your household regularly use in
Oliver’s Battery, the most popular comment, by 15% of
households, was “None”, there were 464 other varied
and disparate comments, providing something of a
‘wish list’. Most were single activities. When collected
together into categories, a broad profile of the 464
other comments emerged led by Social Events (14%),
followed by unspecified Exercise and Fitness (8%) and
specified Exercise (7%). However, on analysis of local
venues, it was found that several activities identified
were already available in Oliver’s Battery and that all
the other popular activities listed were available at
existing facilities nearby. Similarly, in Question 6, there
was little consensus in comments on ‘Groups in the
Community’, almost all were different ideas, apart from
comments related to the need for provision of activities/
clubs for teenagers and younger people.

Consultation data demonstrated some interest in the
need to develop activities for both younger and older
members of the community, as well as an interest in
re-launching Neighbourhood Watch. Again, all these
are possible and there is a clear purpose, a benefit for
the community.
Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.
Residents said:
" A simple gardening scheme to help the elderly
and disabled."
" I would more likely attend a [baby and toddler]
group in OB as I would want to meet mums local
to me in OB. I feel there is no community for very
small children in OB."

One requested activity/group that did emerge from
the consultations was that of a Film Group. It is
encouraging that this has since been taken forward by
a group of interested residents.

" I would like a clear stance on whether we are
part of ‘Neighbourhood Watch’."
" More provision for younger people needed after
school, team sports at the Rec."
" More provision for older people."
" Perhaps specific reservations for groups might
be good – but first … build the groups!!"
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Suggested Points for Action

and activities which will bring the community together
in informal and entertaining ways.

1 PC to appoint Councillor with responsibility for
community liaison.

Extracts from the analysis of the Questionnaire
response data can be found in Appendix B.

2 Community liaison Councillor to arrange public
meeting to explain proposals and process for
developing groups or clubs using the Film
Group model as an example.

Residents said:
" We were fully involved in the local community
when our own children were younger."

3 Volunteers to set up and run new local groups
and clubs, according to needs and interests.

" It would be nice to have a Christmas tree on the
Battery open space."
" Long-term residents tend to know one another
but that is not the same as having a sense of
community."

Objective 5c.
To maximise social interaction
opportunities for Oliver’s Battery
residents

" Oliver’s Battery used to have a very active
communal life. It has declined and needs
renewal."

Overview

" There is no active community but there is a
sense of latent community."

This final objective in the Plan looks at how informal
social interaction might be improved and developed.
The responses and other consultation data all indicated
residents’ desire for this. Activities such as summer
fetes, barbeques and picnics were popular suggestions.

" Community events such as the summer fete are
excellent."

Responses also revealed dissatisfaction that Oliver’s
Battery doesn’t have a local pub or bar. Suggestions
were put forward to improve this and now Supper
Evenings at the South Winchester Golf Club are
held regularly, and Thrive Café, which has an alcohol
licence, has become established within the community.

" More community events other than fetes."
" We as a household need to do more and get
involved."

Whilst the consultation has not highlighted that Oliver’s
Battery needs a Residents’ Association to organise
events, an informal support network or Events Group
might well be of benefit in planning and organising
community social events.

Suggested Points for Action
1 Residents, possibly via an informal Events
Group, to plan and arrange events and
activities with support from the PC where
appropriate.

The same group of people should not be expected to
organise every event – if lots of people do a little bit
towards an event, then everyone gets more out of it. It
would be an opportunity for many residents to become
involved, introducing new ideas and energy to events

2 Communications Group to help publicise
community events and activities with support
from the PC where appropriate.
3 PC to promote social interaction opportunities.
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Appendices

Notes

If you wish to view the Full Report on-line, it can be
found on the Oliver’s Battery Parish Council website
[https://oliversbattery.info/parish-plan/], together
with separate documents for the following:

___________________________________________
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